Significance of the HLA molecular structure to transplantation.
1. Residues in the first, second, and third domains of HLA-A,B,C, and the first domain of DR beta, DQ alpha, and DQ beta molecule have been assigned to unique A,B,C or DR specificities from the known amino acid sequences. Antibodies were noted to correlate with most of these variable amino acid residues. 2. We therefore conclude that most of the variable residues in the first domain function as immunogens against which the antibodies had been elicited. 3. If the variants at these positions are immunogens, then it follows that matching for transplantation should be done by considering mismatched amino acids rather than the private specificities, as performed today. 4. Molecular matching cannot be performed immediately for the HLA-A,B,C specificities since many specificities are not yet sequenced. For the DR and DQ specificities, the sequences are established, but antisera identifying the subtypes of DR and DQ are only now becoming available. Once patients are typed for the 23 DR beta alleles, 8 DQ alpha alleles and 13 DQ beta alleles, matching should be feasible. 5. Molecular matching combines both public and private specificity matching since it assumes that both types of antigens are distinct. A single extended DR mismatch may involve as many as 76 amino acid residues of mismatch. 6. True cross-reactivity of the HLA molecules can eventually be established through structural studies. Most of the previously described "cross-reactivities" are likely to be shared determinants.